CELL PHONE SHIELDS
MOBILE PHONE POD
Dual-Pouch Shielded Bag
Mobile Phone Pod is a handsome pouch for your mobile
phone. Like others, it protects your phone from bumps and
scratches. Unlike others, it comes with two distinct shielded
compartments: One compartment is RF shielded on all sides.
The other is shielded on one side only.
Let’s say you are in class, or at the movies, and you don’t want your phone to
ring. Slip it into the fully shielded slot. In this position, signal in or out will be
reduced almost to zero which is enough to stop the phone from ringing in
most circumstances unless you have an especially good connection. You can
also store chipped cards (like credit cards) to prevent unintentional reading.
Or, you may want the phone to be ready to receive calls or text messages…
but you don’t want the radiation. Place the phone in the slot with one side
shielded. As long as the shield is between your body and the phone, the
phone can still work and you get less radiation. Perfect in a pocket or purse.
Simple fold-over top with Velcro closure. Compartment measures a generous 10
x 15cm (4x6 inches) which will fit many phone models and iPods. Durable black or white
leather-like finish.
Black (Cat. #Q213-B) …… 19.95
White (Cat. #Q213-W) …… 19.95

PHONE PURSE
Smaller and More Delicate than the Pod
The inside of the Phone Purse is just like the Mobile Phone Pod,
but with a more stylish and smaller look. The outer cover is a
soft fabric with Velcro flap. The two inner compartments are the
same configuration as the Mobile Phone Pod. Compartment size is
7 x 13cm (2¾ x 5¼ inches). You can do all the same things with
either style. Choose blue or gray color.
Phone Purse BLUE (Cat. #Q215-b) …….. $18.95
Phone Purse GRAY (Cat. #Q215-g) …….. $18.95

BLOCSOCK™

Near Field Shielding Phone Pouch
Think of it as a luxurious pillow case for your phone. Soft and
attractive, it protects your phone like an ordinary phone case, PLUS
innovative near field shielding material built-in to one
side shields your body while carrying the phone and
shields your head while making calls. BlocSock™ has
two compartments, the main compartment covers
the whole phone for transport. During calls, put the
phone in the smaller “kangaroo style” pouch.
Very effective! Independent SAR testing showed a
stunning 96% reduction of SAR value. (SAR
measures amount of radiation absorbed by the head). (3 x 5½ inches) fits
most phones. (black, picture color shown for clarity only).
BlocSock™ (Cat. #Q232) ……………………. $24.95
BlocSock6 Shielded Pouch For Larger Phones, 3½x6½ inches.
(Cat. #Q232-6) …………………………………… $29.95
BlocSock6+ Shielded Pouch For Largest Phones, 4½x7½ inches.
(Cat. #Q232-6+) …………………………………… $39.95
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